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PREFACE

In the Modern Landscape of Astrology
The LOTS have completely disappeared.

Early 20\textsuperscript{th} c. they are already almost gone, especially in natal charts.

\textit{Spirit} did not get attention at all,
and was included in the long list of the other lots.

\textit{Fortune} fairied a little better (...)
survived in Horary astrology (Ivy Goldstein-Jacobson)

\textit{Spirit} occasionally showed up in some old Horary judgements.

So Today – We Bring it all Back
1) *FORTUNE & SPIRIT* belong to the Category Previously Known as the *Parts*, or the *Arabic Parts*.

2) The Lots are Not Arabic in Origin, but Hellenistic.

3) Project Hindsight (1992-6) shows the correct term as *Lots*, (not Parts).

4) A Lot is Not an Astronomical Point, nor a Celestial Body. It is a Calculated Point, derived from the Position of Planets & Cusps (mostly the ASC).

5) *Fortune-⊗* is the most well-known Lot. It survived from antiquity and “found a home” in the practice of Horary Astrology, while completely forgotten and ignored by the moderns.

6) *The Lot of Spirit-ǿ* - its counterpart, was even less lucky, so nowadays, no one has even heard about it.
Most Lots are Differentiated by Day & Night birth.

Fortune is Calculated from the Well-known Formula:

**Fortune \( \bigotimes \) By Day:** \( ASC + ( \bigodot - \bigtriangleup ) \)

The Distance **FROM the SUN to the MOON** (in the Order of the Signs) is projected from (added to) the ASC

**Fortune \( \bigotimes \) By Night:** \( ASC + ( \bigtriangleup - \bigodot ) \)

The Distance **FROM the MOON to the SUN** (in the Order of the Signs) is projected from (added to) the ASC
Fortune & Spirit: By DAY

From the Sun to the Moon
(Moon minus Sun)

ASC + 90
ASC + 60
ASC + 270
Fortune & Spirit: By NIGHT

ASC-DESC Symmetry: 60 on either side

ASC + 240
ASC + 120
ASC + 270
ASC + 90
ASC + 210
ASC + 150
ASC + 120
ASC + 90

ASC-DESC Symmetry
By Day: from the Sun to the Moon 209° (the Moon is 8th house from the Sun…)

By Night: from the Moon to the Sun 149° (the Sun is 6th house from the Moon…)

- Fortune is also called a “Lunar ASC”

It is the Lot of the Moon - in Latin texts: *Pars Fortuna*  *FORTUNA*

FORTUNE is associated with the Moon, it is of the Moon - it is LUNAR

The MOON also signifies Material & Physical Well-Being - or Concerns.

---

**Signification of ☼-Fortune**

1) Material Fortune - It is also one of the Lots of the 2H
   (the Moon also participates in questions on material fortune...)

2) Good Fortune & Luck (relative to one’s life), a Point of Luck

3) A Horoscopic Point – a Reference Point to Count Houses from:
   A “Substitute”, “Alternate” or “Surrogate” ASC, for Bodily, Physical Matters, including Health, Marriage and Rank !!

4) Aphesis / Zodiacal Releasing – Division of Time into Major Periods of Life
   (Vettius Valens, Book IV: Time Lords) (Aphesis: let go, release Gr.)
CALCULATION is the Reverse of Fortune

**Spirit By Day:** \( \text{ASC} + (\odot - \bigodot) \)
- The Distance from the Moon to the Sun – in the Order of the Signs – added to ASC

**Spirit By Night:** \( \text{ASC} + (\bigodot - \odot) \)
- The Distance from the Sun to the Moon – in the Order of the Signs – added to ASC

**SPIRIT** is SOLAR – it is of the SUN

- It is the Lot of the Sun – *Pars Solis* ... *it is of the Sun*
- It is the Lot of the 9H ... *the Joy of the Sun is in 9H*
- The Lot of Things to Come – *Pars Futurorum* ... *of the Future (the 9H indicates Prophecy)*
- The Lot of Hidden Things ... *hidden from sight, not visible... ...the Future is not visible yet...*

SIGNIFICATIONS OF **Spirit-Φ**

- The Soul, Spirit (which is signified by the Sun, vs. the Moon = Body)
- Pertaining to the Mind (the Nous, the conscious part of the mind. Mental)
- Intentions that lead to Action (plans). Hence: future occupation, career. Motivation.
- Hidden Things. Everything Which is Absent (in Horary)
- Future Things. Hence: Prophecy - (the 9H indicates Prophecy, Astrology)

*Original Greek Name: Daemon, Daimon*  
Fortune = Tyche - a ‘secondary’ Deities in Hellenistic Alexandria
1) House Placement

2) Aspects from Planets: Benefic / Malefic

Evaluation By House

One of the Most Important Things to Observe is the House that ☿/♀ fall in.

Angular House Placement provides Strength of Manifestation:

Strength, Noticeable Impact: In Angular Houses: 10H, 1H, 7H, 4H

Food for Thought:

- **1H** placement - Sun -conj- Moon
- **7H** placement - Sun -opp- Moon
- **10H, 4H** placements - Sun -sq- Moon
- **11H & 3H** placement - Sun -sx- Moon
1) Fortune is Used to Investigate **Material Fortune** --

Therefore - also observe the 2H & 11H from \( \Phi \)

The 11H is also called ‘Acquisition’ in the Base Chart. It is one of the ‘Prospering Places’.

2) Observe **10H from Fortune** – for **Rank & Career matters**

Also observe 10H from \( \Phi \)

The 10H (10th Place) is a Place of Manifestation for Any **Horoskopos**.

3) Observe **6H from Fortune** – for **Health and Illness Matters**

4) Observe **7H from Fortune** – for **Marriage Questions**
\( \text{From the Visible To the Invisible} \) (from Sun to Moon)

The House Placement of \( \text{From the Visible To the Invisible} \) indicates --

- The Source of Luck in Terms of Physical Material Fortune.
- Evident Early On - It’s What we Start Out With in Life.

\( \text{From the Invisible To the Visible} \) (from Moon to Sun)

The House Placement of \( \text{From the Invisible To the Visible} \) indicates --

- The Mental Influences & Resources we Start Out With.
- The source of Motivation – the Mental Forces that Guides us
- The Evolution of the Mind - Still Invisible in early life ...
- “\textit{Pars Futurorum}” - the Future Promise
This is Considered in Two Situations:

1) When the Moon is under the Earth in a Nocturnal chart (..out of Sect..)

2) When One of them is weakened ("fallen astray"), and cannot perform properly

**Serapion of Alexandria** (3rd c.)

"if both the luminaries happen to be in the hemisphere under the earth and for the rest are not in a state of familiarity, the fortune is taken from the superior (that is, from the leading) luminary to the following one."

ALSO: in James Holden translation (Porphyry & Serapio, pp 64-65):

"...from the prevailing, that is the leading light to the following one."

**Vettius Valens** (Book IV, 4.5-7) (2nd c.)

"In fact many times, when the Lot of Fortune or its lord have fallen astray, the Lot of Daemon apportions things to do with both body and actions; and likewise also Fortune will apportion both, when the Lot of Daemon or its lord have fallen astray, ..."

Whenever Daemon and Fortune should be found in one zodiac sign, we will take things concerning the body from that same zodiac sign, but things concerning actions from the one post-ascending.” (!!!)

In other words: Fortune May Take Over from Spirit, and vice versa...
\(\blacklozenge\)-Fortune and \(\Phi\)-Spirit

Signify the Moon and the Sun

TRANSFER the Cosmic Relationship between the SUN & MOON –
- the Celestial Cosmic Source of Life,

To the Houses in the Base Chart –
- the Terrestrial, Mundane Sphere of Life.
Natal Placement and The Hidden ASC
Natal House Placement - And the Hidden Asc

Main Guidelines

OBSERVE

- Angular Placements (1, 7, 4, 10)
- The 10\textsuperscript{th} Place (Angularity) from Fortune and from Spirit
- The 7\textsuperscript{th} Place (house/sign) from Fortune
- The 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 11\textsuperscript{th} Place (house/sign) from Fortune
- Other Major Aspects: 120, 60, 90
Judy Garland – the Secret of Success

Jupiter, N.Node, Saturn in 10th Place from ☉ & Φ

NOTES:
- Saturn is Exalted. Saturn & Mercury = World Axis.
- Fortune & Spirit together, in the same sign – indication of unity of the physical and the spirit – singularity of purpose.
- Fortune & Spirit together, in the same sign – indication of unity of the physical and the mind – singularity of purpose.
- Interesting: Her Planetary Hour Rulers are also Jupiter & Saturn
- Venus is 7th from Fortune & Spirit – she was married 3 times, and loved by everyone.

- Her base MC/10th house does not show what you might expect for success
- Uranus=MC is NOT a typical indicator for a successful musical career
- However: Jupiter R.MC -sx- Moon R.Asc can be taken as good connection between person and achievement.
Whitney Houston – the Secret of Success

Jupiter, Moon in 10th Place from Fortune
- Sun, Venus 10th Place from Spirit.
- Fortune is 5H of entertainment: talent shows early on.
- Spirit in 9H, with Mars ruler in Detriment -opp- Moon points to mental trouble that show up later in life.
- Events related to her daughter (coma, etc) can be see from Mars-detriment R.Sc 5th Place from Fortune.

- Obviously, the Fire G-trine with the MC also tells the story, but the 10th itself is not populated.
- A good indication that assures success is also the fact that Jupiter rules both ASC & MC.
The Invisible 10th House: …shines through from the 12H!!

Barack Obama
Aug 4 1961, Fri
7:24 pm AHST + 10:00
Honolulu, Hawaii

Day of ♂  Hour of ♄
1st Hour of Night
Last Hr 4 -19 mins
Next Hr ☽ +36 mins
Grace Kelly – Obvious Success & Hidden Misery

Saturn 10th Place from Spirit & Moon
- Moon R.9H & Fortune - her misery in a far away land (Monaco)
- Fortune in 9H: her fortune (successful movie career and marry a prince in a far away land) became obvious early.
- Spirit – from the Invisible to the Visible – it came about and became known much later.

Planetary Hour rulers repeat the message

By-Night VARIATION: Fortune and Spirit reversed
Fortune in 5H conj the Moon - Saturn 10th Place from Spirit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of</th>
<th>Hour of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11th Hour of Night</td>
<td>Last Hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sun 10th Place from Fortune (both are Angular)

Spirit, appropriately, in his 5H.

- Jupiter, Saturn R. Fortune, in 9H (=fame) from Fortune
- Moon, 7H from Spirit, -sq- Saturn
- Detriment. Mars 10th from Fortune.

In the base chart: Mars rules both ASC & 8H.
Detriment. Sun, ruler 8th Place from Fortune (contains Spirit & Pluto), also 10th fro Fortune:
Died from a gun shot.
From Poverty & Orphanage to Fashion Fame & Business Success

In spring of 1908, Coco Chanel met with a friend of Balsan Captain Arthur Edward “Boy” Capel CBE an English polo player Arthur Capel advised Coco to open a vending hat shop and promised her a financial support. Later on, he will become her partner in business and personal life.

At the end of 1910, Coco Chanel finally broke up with Étienne Balsan and began to live with Captain “Boy” Capel. In 1919, when her beloved Arthur “Boy” Capel died in a car accident, Coco Chanel said: “Either I die as well. Or I finish what we started together.”

If there had not been this tragedy in the life of Chanel, she would have never started experimenting with black cloth. Wise guys state that she brought into vogue black color cloths to make all women in France mourning for her beloved. Coco was not allowed to officially mourn, as she was not married to Arthur Capel.

The 8th House: Death & Money = Business

In spring of 1908, Coco Chanel met with a friend of Balsan Captain Arthur Edward “Boy” Capel CBE an English polo player Arthur Capel advised Coco to open a vending hat shop and promised her a financial support. Later on, he will become her partner in business and personal life.

At the end of 1910, Coco Chanel finally broke up with Étienne Balsan and began to live with Captain “Boy” Capel. In 1919, when her beloved Arthur “Boy” Capel died in a car accident, Coco Chanel said: “Either I die as well. Or I finish what we started together.”

If there had not been this tragedy in the life of Chanel, she would have never started experimenting with black cloth. Wise guys state that she brought into vogue black color cloths to make all women in France mourning for her beloved. Coco was not allowed to officially mourn, as she was not married to Arthur Capel.
Rupert Murdoch - Media entrepreneur mogul. Murdoch studied at Oxford before working for two years on the Daily Express paper. In 1952 (age 21), he returned to Australia when he inherited The News upon the death of his father. He has ruthlessly become a media tycoon with a substantial newspaper and publishing empire. Murdoch expanded into America in 1976 (age 45) (US citizen, 1985, age 54))
1/11/16 (age 84) announced marriage plans to Jerry Hall (59), after a whirlwind four-month romance.
Born to Fight, Fame and Bad Health

Muhammad Ali
Jan 17 1942, Sat
6:35 pm +6:00
Louisville, KY
Rating: AA

Jupiter 10Pl from Spirit.
Mars R.9Pl .Tr. Spirit
Saturn-Venus in Mutual Reception
(died 6/3/16)
Born to Fame and Fight

Ronda Rousey – Martial arts champion, and actress. In May 2015, two magazines ranked Rousey as the most dominant active athlete. **Highest paid.** Her mother had a decorated Judo career and was the first U.S. citizen to win a World Judo Championship (in 1984). Her biological father, having broken his back sledding with his daughters and having learned that he would be a paraplegic, committed suicide in 1995, when Rousey was eight years old. AnnMaria pursued her Ph.D. in educational psychology as her daughters grew up.

For the first six years of her life, Rousey struggled with speech and could not form an intelligible sentence due to apraxia, a neurological childhood speech sound disorder. This speech disorder was attributed to being born with her umbilical cord wrapped around her neck at birth. When Rousey was three years old, her mother and father moved from Riverside, California, to Jamestown, North Dakota, to obtain intensive speech therapy with specialists at Minot State University. **Nov. 15, 2015 (age 28): First-time Defeat by Holly Holm.**
Military Career – John McCain

Fortune comes from Mars...
As well as imprisonment and torture...
and injury

Φ 9° Li 59'

Day of Life  Hour of Life
12th Hour of Day
Last Hr -60 mins
Next Hr +1 mins
Military Victory, Fame and Defeat: Winston Churchill

WW1: During the First World War, he oversaw the Gallipoli Campaign; after it proved a disaster, he resigned from government.

WW2: Prime Minister of the United Kingdom from 1940-1945 and again from 1951-1955. As Prime Minister, Churchill led Britain to victory in the Second World War. Ideologically an economic liberal and British imperialist, he was a member of the Liberal Party from 1904 to 1924 before joining the Conservative Party, which he led from 1940 to 1955.

Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm.
- Winston Churchill
The Highs & the Lows of Mars: Martial Arts, Fame, Pre-mature Death

Bruce Lee
Nov 27 1940, Wed
7:12 am +8:00
San Francisco

6H from Fortune

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of</th>
<th>1st Hour of Day</th>
<th>Hour of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5 mins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+44 mins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traces of cannabis found in his stomach

Bruce Lee died of brain swelling
Spirit & Prophecy: The Power of the 9th House

EDGAR CAYCE
“The Sleeping Prophet”

A case where the message resonates powerfully in both the Base Chart and the Lots Chart:

BASE CHART

- Neptune, Moon (exalt), Pluto are Angular conj. MC
- Pluto .sq. ASC
- Pluto .sx. the Sun (Asc ruler) in the 8H
- Moon (exalt) .sx. Venus (exalt), Saturn, Mercury. N.Node Pisces connects 7H & 8H

LOTS CHART

- Spirit is 10H from Fortune
- Spirit is in the 12th Sign (12H)
- Moon (ruler) is Exalted in 10H-9H, conj Neptune & Pluto
- Neptune, Moon, Pluto – 8H from Fortune

All the Critical Pisces Planets are 9H from Spirit
Client: Where is the Husband?

2013, age 23, married a much older man. A son was born. Now (2017) want to get a divorce. T-Pluto in Cp and T-Saturn coming end of the year begins Saturn Return. Afraid of his reaction, and what he might say in the circle she is involved with. I said ‘mental illness’ (Neptune-Saturn-Sun) She said: yes, I was thinking about it. suggested treatment in my country (Latvia) I said: that is your divorce card - in case he make impossible financial demands. (He makes very little money (Sofer Stam & Mohel). She is the provider. Has business deals. T-Pluto 2H will bring $$ power-play, negotiations, pressure, manipulations. T-Saturn: she will build her own empire...

Marriage at 23: end-Venus period from SPIRIT (FORTUNE ?! Nocturnal birth with Moon below the Horizon, so counting From-the-Luminary-first-to-rise...)

EQUAL HOUSES: 4H Pisces Ju Exalt 8H: She comes from money. Father had a bank. Now family is in real-estate. I said the same for her (Ju-opp-Sa)
As Always …

THE UNIVERSE is Meaningful and Purposeful, and in Constant Equilibrium

FREE WILL is the Inner Perception of the Intent of the Chart and the Agenda of the Soul

Meira Epstein, C.A., NCGR-PAA
http://bear-star.com